The Student Services Technology Department would like to invite you to visit our office and see what software and hardware solutions you could sign out to support your students!

Come in and see us at...

Student Services (Queneesh El)
Room 146

Karen West
karen.west@sd71.bc.ca

Keith Barnard
keith.barnard@sd71.bc.ca

Heather Mary Campbell
heathermary.campbell@sd71.bc.ca

Software Kits
Kurzweil 3000
Dragon Naturally Speaking
Writing With Symbols
Boardmaker

Living Books
Living Books are interactive animated stories on cd.
Some of the titles we have include: Stella Luna, Dr Seuss ABC, Dr Seuss Green Eggs & Ham, Just Grandma & Me, Little Monster at School, Arthur’s Computer Adventure

Math Programs
Intellimathics
Timescales
Money Skills
Millie’s Math House
And more

Language Arts Programs
Start To Finish Books
Balanced Literacy
Simon Sounds It Out
Word Maker
Bailey’s Book House
And more

Accessible Books
Students “read” their books, by playing the book in a program like Microsoft PowerPoint, or Intellipics.
The contents (graphics and text) of a selected book are displayed on the computer screen with text read through recorded digitized speech. Graphics from the book are either scanned or digitized with a digital camera. Switch and adapted access methods are chosen to “read” the book on the computer. This way to access books is perfect for students with physical disabilities that need to use alternate access technology to independently read.

These books are currently being enjoyed in elementary schools throughout our district by all students.

Single Switch Toys
These are toys that have been adapted for students with physical disabilities that need to use alternate access technology to independently play with a toy.

These students can press their switch button for example to activate the toy.

Some of the adapted toys we have include fans, robots, a train, animals (brown bear, crocodile, duck), and games

VOCA's & More
Living Books are interactive animated stories on cd.
Some of the titles we have include: Stella Luna, Dr Seuss ABC, Dr Seuss Green Eggs & Ham, Just Grandma & Me, Little Monster at School, Arthur’s Computer Adventure

These books are currently being enjoyed in elementary schools throughout our district by all students.